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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE : 
MARGHERITA,ASSAM 

 

Present: Smti. Sushmita Borpujari, AJS. 
                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M), 
                Margherita. 

G.R. CASE   NO. 511/12 

U / S.279/427/379/411/352 I.P.C 

State 

Vs. 
 

   Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah 
   Sri Pradip Sonar...............Accused. 

 
 
Learned Advocate for Prosecution   : Sri Ranjit Dutta (Addl. P.P.) 

Learned Advocate for Defence : Sri Wise Imran. 

       Smti. Laxmi Thapa Pradhan. 

 

Evidence Recorded on   : 26/06/2019; 04/12/2019. 

Accused Examined on   : 11/03/2020. 

Argument Heard on   : 20/02/2021. 

Judgement delivered on  : 24/02/2021. 

 

 

JUDGEMENT 

 

PROSECUTION CASE IN BRIEF: 

 

1. The concise fact of the prosecution case is that on 16.12.2012 

A.S.I.Mohendra Nath Gogoi, the informant lodged an ejahar with the In-Charge 

of the Ledo Police Outpost to the effect that on 16.08.2012 at about 11:45 P.M. 

at Ledo Rod Gaon Panchali two vehicles bearing Registration number AS-23AC-

8020 knocked into the Roadgaon Sani Mandir  Panch Ali and another vehicle 

bearing Registration Number AS-23AC-3885 knocked into the shop of Sri Bapan 

Dutta and the two vehicles were  driven in a rash and negligent manner on their 

way to collect pilfered coal  as a result the Sani Mandir and the shop was 

damaged and two persons were injured. It is also mentioned in the ejahar that 
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near the place of occurrence two other vehicles bearing Registration Number AS-

23AC/6948 and bearing Registration Number AS-23/6251 were also found in a 

damaged state and the two vehicles were loaded with coal. 

2. On receipt of the information, the In-charge of the Ledo Police Outpost 

made GDE no. 350/12 dated 19.08.2012 and forwarded it to Officer-in-Charge 

Margherita P.S. where it was received and registered as Margherita P.S. Case No. 

164/2012 U/S. 279/427/379/411/325 of The Indian Penal Code and endorsed 

S.I. Chandan Deka with the investigation of the case. In the course of 

investigation, the Investigating Officer visited the place of occurrence, prepared 

the sketch map, seized the vehicles involved in the incident along with their 

documents, collect MVI reports of the said vehicles. By order dated 07.09.2012 

interim zimma order was allowed to petitioner  Sri Jatin Wakhet as regard to 

seized vehicle bearing Registration No. AS-23-AC-8020 and by order dated 

13.09.2012 interim zimma order was allowed as regard to seized vehicle bearing 

Registration No.AS-23/AC-3885  to petitioner  Sri Prasoma Baruah and by order 

dated 06.10.2012 interim zimma order was allowed to petitioner  Sri L. Hakum as 

regard to seized vehicle bearing Registration No.AS-23-AC-6948  and by  order 

dated 15.09.2012 interim zimma order was allowed to petitioner  Sri  Ujjal 

Sutradhar as regard to seized vehicle bearing Registration No.AS-23-AC-6251.               

On the conclusion of investigation, police filed charge-sheet U/S 

279/427/379/411/325 of The Indian Penal Code against the accused persons Sri 

Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar and Sri Gore Lama and they were shown as 

absconder in the charge sheet . 

3.On receiving the case for disposal, summon was issued to the accused persons 

. The accused persons Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar accordingly 

appeared and were allowed bail however despite issuance of processes of the 

Court the presence of the accused Sri Gore Lama  could not be secured and by 

order dated 23.04.2019 the case was split up with issuance of NBW/A against the 

accused Sri Gore Lama  and proceeded against the other two accused persons 

Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar .  The copies of the relevant document 

was furnished to the accused persons Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar in 

compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C. After consideration of charge, charge was framed 

in writing U/S. 279/427/379/411/352 I.P.C was read over and explained to the 

accused persons Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar to which the accused 

persons abjured the guilt and claimed to be tried. 
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4.POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Whether on 16.08.2012 at about 11:45 P.M. the accused persons Sri 

Parag Jyoti Baruah , Sri Pradip Sonar along with the absconding accused Sri Gore 

Lama  had driven the vehicles bearing registration no. AS-23AC/8020 and        

AS-23AC 3885 on a public way near Ledo Rodgaon PanchAli  in a rash and 

negligent manner and knocked into the Sani Mandir and the shop of one Sri 

Bapan Dutta and  by their rash and negligent driving and committed mischief by 

causing damage to the Sani Mandir and the shop of Sri Bapan Dutta and further  

intending to take dishonestly the vehicles bearing Registration no. AS-23AC/8020 

and AS-23AC 3885 and AS 23AC 6251 and AS 23AC 6948 and the seized coal 

which was loaded in vehicles bearing Registration Number AS 23AC 8020 and 

bearing Registration Number AS-23AC 6251  moved out of the possession of 

their owner and without the owner’s consent and the Appropriate Authority as 

regard to the coal and further dishonestly received and retained the stolen 

property the vehicles bearing Registration no. AS-23AC/8020 and AS-23AC 3885 

and AS 23AC 6251 and AS 23AC 6948   knowing or having reason to believe  that 

such property is stolen property and further assaulted or used criminal force on 

the informant as well as to others and thereby committed an offence  punishable 

U/S. 279/427/379/411/352 I.P.C ?  

5. During trial prosecution examined as many as only 6(six) witnesses only 

and exhibited 6(six) documents only (shown in annexure appended herein 

below) and on the verbal prayer of Learned A.P.P. the prosecution evidence was 

closed. The defence have fully utilised the opportunity to cross examine the 

prosecution witnesses.  

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the incriminating materials 

appearing in the   prosecution evidence been put to the explanation of the 

accused persons U/S.313 Cr.P.C and the accused persons were of complete 

denial . 

 7. The defence side have declined to adduce any evidence in defence. After 

closure of evidence, i have heard the final arguments of the learned advocates of 

both the sides and thereupon have reached the following decision. 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

8. From the consideration of evidence on record, starting with  theejahar  

Ext.5 it is a detailed piece of informant . There is a delay by two days in lodging 

the Ext.1 ejahar  and the reason for delay is not explained in the Ext.5  . 

9. Considering the evidence of the informant PW-6, Sri Mohendra Gogoi , 

the informant testified that he could not identify the accused persons .He 

testified that  at Borgaon there is Panch Ali and in between the road there are 

thieves and one of the vehicle came and knocked at the mandir at 11:45p.m. He 

testified that he was informed by the I/C of the Out Post and he went there and 

at the place of occurrence the vehicle which have knocked down the vehicle and 

one Sen Gupta shop and the vehicle was seized and brought to the police 

station. He exhibited the ejahar as Ext.5 and Ext.5(1) as his signature and also 

exhibited the seizure list as Ext.1,2,3,4 and Ext.1(3), Ext.2(3), Ext.3(3), Ext.4(3) 

as his signature. He testified that he prepared the sketch map and also exhibited 

the sketch map as Ext.6 and Ext.6(1) as his signature. 

10. Thus PW-6 Sri Mohendra Gogoi  during his cross-examination stated that 

he has not witnessed the incident an eye witness to the alleged incident and 

could not much improve the prosecution case.The PW-6 is found to be further 

shaken during his cross-examination as he stated that he does not know as to 

who were driving the vehicles. Thus the informant of the case could not improve 

the prosecution case. 

11. From the consideration of the testimonial evidence of PW-1 Sri Bappi Sen 

Gupta  , who is a VDP Nayak and who testified that he knows the accused 

persons and however apart from exhibiting the seizure list Ext.1, Ext.2, Ext.3, 

Ext.4 and his signatures in the seizure list , he could not much improve the 

prosecution case as he testified that he did not witnessed the incident and also 

could not prove the seizure made by the seizure lists Ext.1 to Ext.4 to be proper 

one as he could not state as to what was written in the  said seizure lists and 

also could not state properly the place of seizure as the PW-1 during his cross-

examination stated that he signed the seizure lists at the police station but the 

place of seizure in the Ext.1 to Ext.4 is mentioned as Road Gaon. 

12. Taking into consideration the testimonial evidence of PW-2, Sri Bapon 

Dutta testified that he could not identify the accused persons and also does not 
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know the informant. PW-2 testified that his shop was damaged . He testified that 

at about 11:00p.m/11:30p.m he heard a sound and came running out from his 

house. He saw that the stairs of the Sani Mandir was broken and a post was 

damaged. He testified that the vehicle was in speed. The PW-2 also testified that 

there was another Bolero vehicle which was on its way through the road and the 

Bolero vehicle was coming back due to the masses and the vehicle knocked 

down his shop and the  vehicle  went down in a drain. He also testified that Smti. 

Gita Dutta and Sri Pratap Das were injured in the incident  

13. Thus the PW-2 a pivotal witness as it was his shop which was damaged in 

the incident and he could testify about the prevailing circumstances in which the 

incident occurred. However as he could not establish the identity of the accused 

persons and also as to the involvement of the accused persons in the alleged 

incident  . Also the PW-2 is found shaken during his cross-examination as he 

could not state the number of the vehicles. Thus the PW-2 Sri Bapon Das also 

could not improve the prosecution case. 

14. PW-3 Smti. Gita Dutta is also a pivotal witness as she sustained injury due 

to the incident but the PW-3 testified that she does not know the accused 

persons. She testified that there was accident near Sani Mandir and one Max 

vehicle had knocked one post and she sustained injuries and she received 

medical treatment Rontix hospital. Also during her cross-examination she stated 

that she does not know which vehicles have damaged the post. Thus PW-3 also 

could not much improve the prosecution case any further apart from testifying 

about the damaged caused in the Sani Mandir due to the incident and the 

injuries sustained by her. 

15. PW-5 Sri Pratap Das who is also  a victim of the instant case testified that  

he could recognise only one specs wearing specs. However, the prosecution 

failed to bring up the name of the said accused who was wearing specs. He 

testified that there was accident at Panch Ali near Road Gaon  Sani Mandir and 

the stair of the sani mandir was broken as the said Max vehicle knocked down 

the post and it was broken. PW-5 testified that he heard the noise and his 

parents went out. He also testified that there was the shop of   Bapan Dutta 

(PW-2) and he went inside the verandah and a Max vehicle came there. He also 

testified that the vehicle was moved back and it knocked down the post of the 

shop and it had knocked down and he sustained injuries in his chest and he was 
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taken to the hospital.He also testified that later on he came to know that the 

person who was wearing white colour T-Shirt had committed the accident. 

16. Thus the PW-5 Sri Pratap Das is also  a pivotal witness as being a injured 

due to the incident and he could testify about the prevailing circumstances in 

which the incident occurred.However as he could not establish the identity of the 

accused persons and also as to the involvement of the accused persons in the 

alleged incident  . Also the PW-5 is found shaken during his cross-examination as 

he could not state which Bolero and vehicle had knocked down and he also could 

not state the numbers of the vehicles. Thus the PW-5 Sri Pratap Das also could 

not improve the prosecution case . 

17. PW-4 Sri Samiran Saha who is a witness to the seizure lists Ext.1,2,3,4  

however apart from stating that the vehicles were seized , he could not prove the 

seizure to be proper as he stated that the police did not record his statement.  

18. The non-examination of the M.V.I and the Investigating officer does not 

effect the merit of the case as in the first place the witnesses of facts have 

toestablish the prosecution case and the official witnesses are to support the 

evidence established by the witnesses of facts but the witnesses of facts as 

already discussed have failed to establish the prosecution case and the  official 

witnesses could not have much improved the prosecution case. 

19. The accused persons were of complete denial in their explanation U/S.313 

Cr.P.C. 

20. The prosecution witnesses failed invariably to prove in the first place to 

establish the identity of the accused persons as the drivers of the vehicles in 

connection with the alleged offences. As things speaks for itself the manner in 

which the occurrence took plays shows the rash and negligent manner of the 

driver however the prosecution witnesses failed to establish the identity of the 

accused persons to be author of the incident and thus failed to prove that it was 

the accused persons who committed mischief by causing damage to the property 

of Sani Mandir and shop of Sri Bapon Dutta and further although the actual 

owners appeared during the pendency of the case and also after verification the 

interim zimma orders as regard to seized vehicles was passed, but the 

prosecution failed to establish that it was the accused persons who committed 

theft of the vehicles from the possession of the said owners and also pilfered the 
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coal also further the prosecution failed to prove  subsequently that the accused 

persons have received or retained the stolen vehicles and coal knowing or having 

reason to believe that it was stolen property and also the prosecution failed to 

prove that the accused persons had assaulted or used criminal force on the 

informant and others thus the prosecution failed to bring home the offence 

against the accused persons. 

21. Thus the prosecution has failed to prove its case beyond reasonable 

doubt.Thus the benefit of doubt is given to the accused persons  and the 

accused persons  Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah  and Sri Pradip Sonar are acquitted 

U/S.279/427/379/411/352 of The Indian Penal Code. 

ORDER 

22.  In the light of the above discussion and decision, I hereby acquit the 

accused persons Sri Parag Jyoti Baruah  and Sri Pradip Sonar are acquitted 

U/S.279/427/379/411/352 of The Indian Penal Code.  

23. The accused person SriJayanta Mohan @ Rantuisacquitted and set at 

forthwith. The Bail  bond of the accused person is extended for a further period 

of 6(six) months from today as per provision of Section 437A Cr.P.C. 

24. The case shall remain open as against the absconding accused Sri Gore 

Lama. 

 25.  No effective order as regard to disposal of the seized articles could be 

passed as the case is open as against the absconding accused Sri Gore Lama . 

 

26. The judgement is delivered and the operative part of the same is 

pronounced in the open court, today, the 24th day of February, 2021 under the 

hand and seal of this court. 

 

 

 

Typed and corrected by me. 

 
(Smti. S.Borpujari,AJS) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M)                                                                    
Margherita(Assam). 

 
 
 
Contd..Appendix  
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APPENDIX 
 

1. LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

 

PW-1- Sri Bappi Sen Gupta. 

PW-2- Sri Bapon Dutta. 

PW-3- Smti. Gita Dutta. 

PW-4- Sri Samiran Saha. 

PW-5- Sri Pratap Das. 

PW-6- Sri  Mahendra Gogoi. 

 

 
2. LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

 Ext.1- Seizure List. 
 Ext.2- Seizure List. 
 Ext.3- Seizure List. 
 Ext.4- Seizure List. 
 Ext.5- F.I.R.(ejahar). 
 Ext.6- Sketch Map . 
 

3. LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS: NIL. 

 

4. LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS: NIL. 

 

 

 

 

(Smti. S. Borpujari,AJS) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M) 

                                     Margherita , Assam. 


